
 GAMEX
GAMEX 2022 will use the Track My Fish for Tournaments phone App for catch reporting. All teams are 
required to log each tag & release catch via this app as soon as possible after tagging for tournament 
points to apply.

Why Use a Digital Catch Reporting System?
There are many advantages to transitioning our larger tournaments to digital catch reporting. These 
include:

• Massively reduces admin time required by the club’s very limited number of volunteers;
• Is a more accurate way of catch reporting;
• Saves the club money which can then be spent on more and better prizes;
• Removes the issue of radio interference preventing tag captures being logged;
• Provides a quick access leaderboard for all tournament sections. 

Why the Track My Fish App?
The Track My Fish for Tournaments App was designed and built by the Australian Recreational 
Fishing Foundation (ARFF), and has the support of the Game Fishing Association of Australia (GFAA), 
the Australian National Sportfishing Association (ANSA), RecfishWest and other state recreational 
fishing bodies. ARFF fully fund the app, including providing trainers and support staff to attend each 
tournament free of charge to the club, and are able to fine tune the app to the requirements of each 
unique tournament.

How do I Get the App?
The Track My Fish for Tournaments App can be downloaded from Google Play (Android phones) or the 
Apple App Store (Apple phones). Search ‘’ Track My Fish for Tournaments” or use the links below  –
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.infofishcommunity.trackmyfish.tournament
https://apps.apple.com/au/app/track-my-fish-for-tournaments/id1153476503

What if I Don’t Have a Smart Phone?
At least one crew member on each team must have a smart phone or tablet with the Track My Fish 
for Tournaments Tackle Box app downloaded. However, we advise all (or as many as possible) crew 
members download the app and familiarise themselves with it prior to the tournament start to insure 
against issues such as flat batteries or a device being dropped overboard.

What if I Have No Phone Signal?
The app has an offline mode which allows all catch details to be accurately logged regardless of 
signal strength. 
If your signal strength drops below two bars, we recommend you switch to offline mode. Remember 
to switch the app back to the normal mode as soon as you have solid phone signal so that your 
logged tag captures are received and tournament points applied.

Digital Catch Reporting FAQs



Will GAMEX Radio Coverage be Discontinued?
No. GAMEX Radio Base coverage will remain. 
All teams will still be required to report each fish tagged to Radio Base, as well as log on and off 
each day. This allows all teams to keep abreast of what’s being caught by whom at all times, and also 
functions as a back-up should the mobile phone network fail during GAMEX.
However, the Track My Fish for Tournaments App will be the only platform where catches can be 
reported for tournament point score. Teams will be required to log each fish tagged on the app as soon 
as possible after the tag goes in so that the time of tag is recorded. This is very important in the event 
of a tie on points for any tournament section which may then be decided on time of tag count back.
Once the tagged fish is logged on the app, you are allowed up to 15 minutes to report the tagged 
fish to radio base; meaning you can reset your gear and get fishing again before calling on the radio.

Why do I Have to Report my Catch on the App and to Radio Base?
The requirement to report tagged fish over the also removes the potential for teams to ‘hide’ their daily 
tag tally by staying on the app’s offline mode and therefore, gain an advantage over other competitors. 
Catch chatter over the radio also adds to a social aspect to each day’s tournament fishing.
Remember though, tournament points only apply once you have logged your catch on the Track My 
Fish for Tournaments App. The radio only acts as a back-up, and will also be used throughout the 
tournament for announcements such as hourly spot prizes or safety updates.

The App asks me to take a Photo of Each Fish I Tag. This is often too Hard and 
Time Consuming in a Tournament Situation. Do I Have to Take the Photo for my 
Tournament Points to Apply?
The photo is what registers the time of tag, so you do need to take a photo. However, it doesn’t 
necessarily have to be of the fish.
If rough weather, the fish falling off after the tag is placed, or any other issue make taking a photo of 
the fish impossible, we suggest you take a photo of the tag card instead.
Note also that the tag card does not need to be fully filled out (which we all know is difficult at 
sea, even in the best of weather) when the photo is taken. So long as the card number is easily 
discernible, that will suffice.

Does the App Replace Tag Cards?
No. Fully completed tag cards still need to be handed in to the tournament Weigh Station at the 
EGFC clubhouse each night during Weigh Station times for tournament points to apply (see the 
GAMEX event brochure for Weigh Station times).

I’m Fishing the Capture Sections. Do I Also Need to Log Fish I Have Captured 
While at Sea?
As our tournament capture sections require fish to be weighed in, you don’t have to log your captured 
fish on the app while at sea. Simply bring your captured fish to the Weigh Station as per usual on the day 
they are captured and our Weigh Station crew will weigh the fish and log the capture details for you.
Remember though, all fish you tag & release must be logged on the app at sea as soon as possible 
after tagging.

More Information
Training on how to use the Track My Fish for Tournaments App will be provided at the GAMEX 
Briefing Night. For more information, head to the GAMEX 2022 rules page at: www.gamex.net.au.


